
From ‘Wholeness & the Implicate Order’ - David Bohm  

“It is thus implied that measure is a form of insight into the essence of 
everything, and that man’s perception, following on ways indicated by such 
insight, will be clear and will thus bring about generally orderly action and 
harmonious living. In this connection, it is useful to call to mind Ancient Greek 
notions of measure in music and in the visual arts.  

These notions emphasized that a grasp of measure was a key to the 
understanding of harmony in music (e.g., measure as rhythm, right proportion 
in intensity of sound, right proportion in tonality, etc.). Likewise, in the visual 
arts, right measure was seen as essential to overall harmony and beauty (e.g., 
consider the ‘Golden Mean’; (often referred to as ‘Phi’).  

All of this indicates how far the notion of measure went beyond that of 
comparison with an external standard, to point to a universal sort of inner ratio 
or proportion, perceived both through the senses and through the mind.  

Of course, as time went on, this notion of measure gradually began to change, 
to lose its subtlety and to become relatively gross and mechanical. Probably this 
was because man’s notion of measure became more and more routinized and 
habitual, both with regard to its outward display in measurements relative to an 
external unit and to its inner significance as universal ratio relevant to physical 
health, social order, and mental harmony.  

Men began to learn such notions of measure mechanically, by fragmentation 
and wholeness conforming to the teachings of their elders or their masters, and 
not creatively through an inner feeling and understanding of the deeper 
meaning of the ratio or proportion which they were learning.  

So measure gradually came to be taught as a sort of rule that was to be imposed 
from outside on the human being, who in turn imposed the corresponding 
measure physically, socially and mentally, in every context in which he was 
working.  

As a result, the prevailing notions of measure were no longer seen as forms of 
insight. Rather, they appeared to be ‘absolute truths about reality as it is’, which 
men seemed always to have known, and whose origin was often explained 
mythologically as binding injunctions of the Gods, which it would be both 
dangerous and wicked to question.  



Thought about measure thus tended to fall mainly into the domain of 
unconscious habit and, as a result, the forms induced in perception by this 
thought were now seen as directly observed objective realities, which were 
essentially independent of how they were thought about.  

Even by the time of the Ancient Greeks, this process had gone a long way and, 
as men realized this, they began to question the notion of measure. Thus 
Protagoras said: ‘Man is the measure of all things’, thus emphasizing that 
measure is not a reality external to man, existing independently of him. But 
many who were in the habit of looking at everything externally also applied this 
way of looking to what Protagoras said. Thus, they concluded that measure was 
something arbitrary, and subject to the capricious choice or taste of each 
individual.  

In this way they of course overlooked the fact that measure is a form of insight 
that has to fit the overall reality in which man lives, as demonstrated by the 
clarity of perception and harmony of action to which it leads. Such insight can 
arise properly only when a man works with seriousness and honesty, putting 
truth and factuality first, rather than his own whims or desires.” 

 
http://www.gci.org.uk/movies/Perfect_Cadence.mp4  

From ‘nothingness’ (0) to ‘somethingness’ at Phi (0.618) & back . . . 
das ewige geliebter zieht uns hinan 
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